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Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
Director, Federal Bureau = 

of Investigation : : = 

Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. - 

Dear Mr. Hoover:     Thank you for your letter of February 28, 1964, relating to a 
Duo-lens Imperial reflex camera furnished to your office by Robert 
Oswald on February 24 and identified by Marina Oswald as the camera O - 

with which she took the photographs of Lee Oswald holding a rifle and ne 
wearing a pistol. In regard to this camera: (1) Is it possible to Q) oe 
determine, independently of Marina's statement, whether the photo- “ee” | 
graphs in question were taken through it? If so, could you please’ 
make such a determination? (2) Does the Ansco flash attachment in 
Item 379 fit this camera? - (3) Why wasn't the camera picked up by the 

  

a 3 Dallas Police from Ruth Paine's residence, under what circumstences .__ _ 
\ did Robert take the camera from that residence, and why did Robert .- Degas 

YD wait until February 24 to come forward with it? (4) Could you please - Tee 

Pt assign an item number to, and ‘furnish us with a photograph of, the ; tat 
as camera. - a a me 

ct oo mo, Oo 2 : Sincerely, — So 
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Mr. J. Edgar Hoover ; : . . 
Director, Federal Bureau = 0 

of Investigation 
Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

7 Thank you for your letter of February 28, 1964, relating to a "a we 
Le. Duo-lens Imperial reflex camera furnished to your office by Robert 

Oswald on February 24 and identified by Marina Oswald as the camera O 
with which she took the photographs of Lee Oswald holding a rifle and 
wearing a pistol. In regard to this camera: (1) Is it possible to Q 
determine, independently of Marina's statement, whether the photo- eo” 
Graphs in question were taken through it? If so, could you please 
make such a determination? (2) Does the Ansco flash attachment in 
Item 379 fit this camera? . (3) Why wasn't the camera picked up by the . 

rut. Dallas Police from Ruth Paine's residence, under what circumstences 
a did Robert take the camera from that residence, and why did Robert | — . 
he wait until February 24 to come forward with it? (4) Could you please? - ~: . 

assign an item number to, and furnish us with a photograph of, the . =~ 
camera. . . 

oe : Sincerely, 

V bo tah 
» Lee Rankin 

General Counsel     
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